Ironrock Capital/DBA Metropolitan Ceramics

1201 Millerton Street, Canton, OH, United States

For the following product(s):

**Ceramic Tile:**
Metropolitan Ceramics® Unglazed Quarry Tile:
Auburn #220, Chestnut Brown #18XA, Chestnut Brown #108, Cordoba #458, Down to Earth #350 Red Paver, Down to Earth Bedrock #458, DURAQUARRY #308, Galaxy #250, Harvard Square #350, Mayflower Red #31XA, Mayflower Red #310, Metro Tread Mayflower Red #31T, Puritan Gray #57XA

The product(s) meet(s) all of the necessary qualifications to be certified for the following claim(s):

**Conforms to ANSI A138.1 - 2011 Green Squared®**

Registration # SCS-GS-02758
Valid from: August 1, 2015 to April 30, 2020